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A b strac t ; Periodic orbits around the collinear liberation pioints in the restricted three lx>dy problem have been studied when both the primaries 
are triaxial rigid bodies. The effects o f perturbations on the semi-axes of the earth and the moon in the respective periodic orbits have been studied. 
The Liapunov stability o f each periodic solution has also been examined.
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1. Introduction
In our previous paper [1], we have studied the periodic 
orbits around the collinear liberation points in the restricted 
three body problem. In that paper, we assumed the 
smaller primary as a triaxial rigid body with its equatorial 
plane coincident with the plane of motion. The periodic 
orbits have been determined by taking different values 
of semi-axes of the triaxial rigid body. The Liapunov 
stability of each periodic solution has also been examined 
for // = O.CXX)95. In this paper, we wish to generalize the 
earlier problem by taking both the primaries as triaxial 
rigid bodies ‘ viz, the earth-moon system. In the present 
article, we continue the investigation using the value for 
// = 0.01215 for the mass parameter of the problem.
This is a more realistic case of the restricted problem in 
celestial mechanics since it corresponds to the earth- 
moon -  satellite system. The numerical study presented 
here is based on the same methods and techniques as the 
investigations mentioned in earlier paper. Regarding the 
numerical integration of the equation of motion, the 
search for periodic orbits, and the numerical detennination 
of stability, we shall use the same techniques.
*Cortespoiiding Author
In this article, we have studied the effect of small 
perturbations on the semi-axes of the primaries. We 
consider here five cases (see Table 1). The Liapunov 
stability of each periodic orbit is also examined.
Ik b le  1, Parameters o f earth and moon.
Cases 1 2 3 4 5
6400 6400 6400 6400 6400
6400 6390 6380 6370 6360
"3 6400 6380 6360 6340 6320
1750 1750 1750 1750 1750
1750 1740 1730 1720 1710
« 3 1750 1730 1710 1690 1670
Ui, ^ 2* ^3 ^  ^ '2* ^  3 the semi-axes o f the earth and the moon
respectively.
2. Equation of motion and variation
In the usual barycentric, rotating and dimensionless 
coordinate system (X,y), with the two main bodies having 
masses m \ and m 2 , the equations of motion of the third 
particle W3 in the phase space (.Yi, X2, X3, X 4) are
X, ..........X4), 1 = 1..........4, (1)
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with
/ l  = ^ 3 . h  =  X ,
3jU(2CT| -  cTa )(X I +1 -  /i)
2r/
2r/
3 ( l - ; f ) ( 2 g f - g ; ) ( X , - / x )
2r*
. 15 (l-^ K g,'-g^ )(y , ~ /i)X | 
2r’
U  = -2nX3 + ^
Tj T2
3 /t(2 g , - a 2 ) X 2  3ju(CTi
2 r,=*2r|
+ i5A (^g| - ^ 2 _  M r - <T2) 2^
2r7'“ ' 2r,^
3 (i-ju )«»;-g;)X 2 i5 (i- / i ) ( g ; - g ; ) x |
2r.* 2r,’
where
X, = x ,  X2 = r, X3 = x ,  X 4 = r ,
r,^=(X,~A^)^+X^ r2^=:(Xl+l~A^)^ + X2  ^
m2 ^  IA i«----- -—
m \ + m2 2
m u  m 2 (jnx ^ m2) being the masses of the primaries.







. tTl,tT2 « 1 ,
The coordinates of the infinitesimal particle in phase
space Xj,........ ,X 4 depend uniquely, along any solution,
on the initial conditions (Xqi................*^04) and the
time r i.e. X,-=X,-(Xqi,...............>XQ4,r), i = l .......4.Their
partial derivatives with respect to the initial conditions 
satisfying the equations of variation are
jd
d t
d X j  ^ 4 i M  i ,=  
^ a x / a x „ / - ^ .4. (2)
If we denote the variations by v/^ , we can write
these last equations more explicitly as follows :
= n*>2)>
R  is the dimensional distance between the earth and the 
moon.
Here, we have taken only first order terms of 
CTi,CT2,tT|,Cr2.
The mean motion n of the primaries is given by
„ = l + i ( 2 a , - g 2 ) + 4 ( 2 g , ' - g j ) .
4  4
, i =  1, 2, j  =  1, 2, 3, 4;
V.J = f n ^ i j  +  f n V i j  + + /,4V4y.
i =  3, 4 , j  =  1, 2, 3, 4;
where
d X . j ’
/ 3 i = - Q  +  n ^ + R i ( X , - M f + R 2 ( X , + l - M f  
- R 3  + R 4 ( X ,  +/?6^2
- R ? ( X , - h i - f i f  X l - R ^ + R ^ (X, - t i f  
+ /?1]X| —X]2(Xi — /2)^X2»
/S2 = -G ,X 2  + /? 4 (^ 1 + 1 -/4 )X 2
+  2R2iX^ + \ - t i ) X 2 - R i i X ^  - h l - j O X l  
+ y ? ,(x , - n y x 2 + 2 /? ,,(x , - / i ) X j
- / f , 2 ( X , - / i ) X | ,
^33=0, y34 = 2n, f A i—f y i t
/*2 = -G  + «^  + (/?! + /?2)2f I - /i3 + *4
—/fs + S/ffiX^ — R j  X 2 ~ Ra +R^ X2  ~Rio
+ 5 /? „ X |- /? ,2 X ^





R a - — ^ ,  R s ^ R z i a i - a - d t  R e - '  ,  
ri 2 r |
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7 R 6
ri ' * 2
I?^9 2 ’
n




2, = -/?i(-X'i -M )-«2(-^i + 1 -^ ).
2v 0  -  A^ XA-, -  aO //(Af, + 1 - /2 )
ix .-A /P  U . + l-A^r
_ 3M2q-| -  -1- 1 -  //)
r  21X i + I - m|*
y i- /2 )(2 g ;-ff^ )(x ,-A i) ^
i 2 \ X , - n f
The stability parameters a, b,  c  and d  as used by k  ^  ^ x-The cmaractenstic roots of these points are 
Markellos [2] are ; ^
«  =  V i , + 5 V , 4 ,  ^  =  v ,3 ,
“ ''31 ** 2(1 + *y)v2i -* >y^ v24, 




n ^ X 1-/2
|X o ,- / i |(X o ,-M )
lX o ,-/2  + l |(X o ,- /i+ 1 )
3//(2cr, - tT j )
fo4 [ 2 |  A-o, - n  +  l \ ( X o i +
3 (l-/2 )(2< T (-g 2 )
2 ]X o ,- /i |(A ’o,'-/i)^
A,- :± (^ + A „ ,) , i = l,2 
A, *: ± { —^  — A„2 ). » = 3,4 
A,.| = [ /? - 2  + (9 /f^-8/?)''^]''^ , 
A,2 = (/? -2 -(9 /f^  -8/?)’'^]''^,
1 _ 9 i - 9 2 -6(2cr,-<T2)-6(2<T[-cr2)
JTs:;
 ^ 6(2-/?)[(2ct, - g2) + (2o-f-g2)]
2y/2(9R '^  -8 /?)‘'^ A^ ,
^ 9 2  (4 +  3 / ? ) - 9 , (4 -3 /? )
272(9/?^ -8 /e)‘'^ A,'C'l
3. Motion around the collinear equilibrium points
We have calculated the collinear equilibrium points by 
giving small perturbations in the semi-axes of the earth 
and the moon by taking //==0.01215,/? = 3844(X) km 
(see Table 2).
Wc know for collinear equilibrium points.
Table 2. Collinear liberation points.
 ^ _  1^ — ^2 "“^ 2)
2V2A,2
 ^ 6(2 -  /f)[(2 g , -  CT2 ) + (2«t; -  ^2 )1 
. 2 y f2 {9 R ^  - 8 /? ) ‘'^A^2
^ 9 2 (4  + 3 i f ) - 9 , ( 4 - 3 / ? )
2 - j2 (9 R ^ -8«)‘'^ A^ 2
Case 1 2 3 4 5
OTl 0
CTi 0 3.46 X 10”^ 6..908 X 10 ’ 1.0345 X 1.377 X 10“^
CTi 0 1.728 X 10“' 3.449 X 10 ' 5.161 X 10-' 6.865 X 10“'
cr^ 0 9.42 X 10-* 1.873 X 10 ' 2.794 X 10-' 3.703 X 10“'
0 4.697 X 10^ 9.312 X 10^ 1.385 X 10“' 1.83 X 1 0 '
-1.1556799131 -1.1556813891 -1.1556828602 -1.1556843277 -1.1556857907
b i -0 .8369180073 -0.8369163553 -0.8369147088 -0.8369130663 -0.8369114289
1.0050624087 1.0050621301 1.0050618682 1.0050616129 1.00506136
and their corresponding angular frequencies are
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/ = 1.2
~^Oi* I —1» 2
where
+ ____ B ------
9, = I  [(2or, -  <T2 ) + (2<T,' -  <T2 )]
+ 6M2<Ti-g2) ^ 6(1 -  f i ) ( 2 a ' i  - a '2 )
3|x(2cn-o'2)
92 = -a 2 )  + (2ff,'-cr^)]
^ ____________ ^ 3^(cri-“CT2)
"2|A -y + l- /2 |5  " |X ^. + l- /r |*
+ X l - B X 2 ( T ' i - a ' 2 )  + 30 -  ^  X c r V ^ y
X q  is the position of any of the Z^ , y = 1, 2, 3 on the 
OX axis.
4. Second order approximation of periodic solution
Let L  be any collinear equilibrium points 7 = 1, 2, 3. 
If a new coordinate system is defined with L  as origin 
and L xu  Ljq. as axes, parallel to OX and OY as defined 
by Szebehely [3] respectively, the proper transformation 
between the two systems is given by the relations
Xi = Xj^+x,,
(3)
Then the system /j  -  2 /1X4 Sa transformed
through eqs. (3) in the (jc,, JC2) coordinate system and 
the equations obtained are expanded by Taylor series 
upto the second order terms, we get
x ^ -2 n x 2  (A3+i4^)j:f
+ ) X 2»
X2 ^  2/lXi = (Bj + B {)x 2 + (J?2 2^ )X|X2* (4)
where
A , - ( 1  +  2/?)
A' =3(2<Ti - ct2)
4.3{2<t[-<t )^
2  I X y + l-M l’ J
z i£ L .l
- / i l ’ j
1 , 3(1-
2 U r ,-
A ^ = - 3
- X S n i la ^  -CTjXX^ + !-/< )
U i , - / ^ + i r
1 5 ( l - / r ) (2 o r , ''- c r^ ) (X ^ - /x )
Aj = “ 2  ’
a ; =
A2 1 5 / r ( o r , +1 - / 2 )
4 2 U r /+ l - M r
1 5 (l- /i)(g (-g ;)(X 2 ^ -/r)
2 \ X t . - ^ \ ’
s ;  = |(2 r r ,-a 2 ) 1 -
+ |(2 < 7 ;- o-J) 1 -
\ x ^ - n + i f
a - B )
\ X u - B \
3/r(CT| -CT; )
u 7 ,+ i - M f
3 ( l-/ / ) (g ;-g ;)
U r z -P l"
B ^ ^ - A , ,
b ; ^ - a ;  +
15//(g, -gjX-X^y + l-/ i)
U i / - / i + i r  
15(J -  n X < r ; - ( T ^ X X u - ^ )
+ T x “ - ‘/ i r
We search for periodic solutions in the form of second 
order expansions in powers of parameter e
XI (T) = XII i r ) e  ^  JC12 (T)e ^ , 
jC2('T) = X2l(^)  ^^ X 2 2 (T )^ ^ ‘
(5)
In order to erase any secular term in the future analysis, 
we substitute the relations (5) into (4). Retaining terms 
of powers in €  not greater than two and denoting by dot 
(.) the r-derivatives and ignoring the terms
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,(i = 1, 2), we have to solve the system
(jcj x£ + ) ““ 2n{X 2iS  X22^^)
= (-Aj -H A{) {X i i E + X i2^^)
+ (^2 ■^ 2K*^ 11^  + •^ 12^ )^^
+ (^3 >^ 3X-^ 21^  + -^ 22^ )^^ *
(jc2i^  + -^ 22^ )^ ^  2 n (x i ,e + JC,2^  ^ )
= (B| + 5 j)(0C21^  -^ 22^ )^
+ (B 2 + )U, + Xi2e  ^)(X 2ie + JC22^  ^).
where
g l ( T ) - - A 2 X ? i ^ A 3 x l i ,
g2(^) = 2^ 1^lJf21- 
Defining the differential operator
/  D^-(A, + ,^')
(6)
2nD
- 2 n D
4.1. The f i r s t  o r d e r  sy s te m  :
The general solution of the eqs. (7) is 
4
(7)
•'ii(T) =  exp(A,r),
i-l
4
^2 \ (T) =  exp(A,T),
(8)
where ^  / = 1, 2, 3, 4. are the characteristic roots of
the system (7). By a suitable choice of the coefficients of 
the exponential terms of eq. (8), we may have a special 
periodic solution, which contains only the frequency 
corresponding to a specific imaginary part. We denote 
this frequency by o), Eqs. (7) admit the periodic solution
jci i(t) «  Acos (OMT) + Bsin (fi>r),
jc2i(t) =» A*cos(tUT) + B^sin (cur),
where the coefficients A, B, A*, B* are connected by the 
relations
A * A^  + A^.
* 2ncoB  
A  ®=
B i  +  B {
b " ^ b; + b; ,
where ;
-------
B x ^ c o t
r, 2A.B« |p= -  cu^  ~
I B x ^ c o ;
g},X B [ ^ 2 x0^0 }^ )  
Bi + ( o l
+ 1 (2<t, -  (Tj )«y<. + ^  ( 2 a \  -  <72 )fi>c 1 -  -  
t  4 J B,+<o;
A,  ^- -  [- A, -<u  ^+ -  1
A„ = -A,' -  2<u^ £U„ +
we shall solve the eqs. (6) by equating the coefficient of 
the same powers of e. { 3 32cO^O)„ +  :^(2(T, -<72)<U* + 2 (2<t;-<72)<»*
B, + CO B i^ O )^
Without any loss of generality, we put jC2i(0) = 0 . Then 
= 0 and consequently B = 0 .  This means that 
jc[i(0) = 0 . Finally, the above solution becomes
;c,,(T) = Acos(cur), 
jc2iW  = B* sin (cur).
4 ,2 . T he s e c o n d  o r d e r  s y s te m  : 




F 2 (D )  =
D ^ - A i  -2n£>)
2nD
Substituting eqs. (9) into eqs. (10), functions i  -  1. 2 
become
g  ,(T) * ATo + ATi cos (2if»w), 
g2(^)“ Aisin(2aw).
where
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(11)
^ 0 =  J ’
ATl = ~ A3^/j *
“ 2 ] *
A periodic solution of system (10) is
A 1 2 ( T )  =  M  0 +  I c o s  ( 2 a m .
X22(t ) = Ar,sin(2tt>T), 
where
Af 0 --------*Ai
M X -  ^ [ ^ K y O > l  +AAfOc- B\K\^ ,
N i - ~ \_ - ^ A x ( o l+ ^ K ^ . . - A x A x ^  ’
W = 16<0* - 4  [A-A x- B x] cOr + AxBx-
Finally, a second order approximation of the periodic 
solution around the collinear equilibrium points, as a 
function of parameter e. is obtained from eqs. (9) and
( 1 1 ) as
T ib le  3. Periodic orbits around L i  (Family A).
xx('r,£) = [Acos(tt)T)]f + [Af o+A# lCos(2an•)]£^
;c2(T ,f) = [ f i 's in  (o)T )]e + [A'iSin (2a>T)]e^ <^2)
Period of this solution is 
I n7 =
O)
5. Numerical results (// =s 0.01215)
Using the formulae (12), we find a first approximation 
which are close to L j. 7 = 1, 2, 3. Then, by a linear 
predictor-corrector algorithm based on numerical 
integration of the equations of motion ( 1 ) and first order 
variations eqs. (2 ), we computed the periodic orbits by 
taking different values of semi-axes of the triaxial rigid 
bodies in the earth-moon system. The Liapunov stability 
of each periodic solution is also examined. The stability 
parameters are calculated (approximately) by means of 
additional numerical integrations of the equations of 
motion for which the knowledge of the stability parameter 
‘dr’ is sufficient. (For stability : |<2|<1 Markellos [2]).
The results for each family are represented in tabular 
and graphical form. The results of the families A, B, and 
C are given in Tables 3, 4 and 5 respectively. The results 
are graphically shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3.








^.463895215162087 x lO-’ 
2.6915848174 
-1.168460868400305 x 10“ 
4.139404274014810X 102 
3..303237828577061 x 10*’ 
-1.168460868400500 x 10‘*
-0.8369163551787104 
-1.385902000019717 x 10"’ 
2.691423256573832 
-3.762101428707008 x 10“ 
4.137892871735222 x 10  ^
3.425564428543048 x KP® 
-3,762101428711530X 10“
-0.836914708421407 
-2.84721804580216 X 10-’ 
2.691448591261801. 
-1.83153475583645x10“ 
4.138647955887082 x 10  ^
8.11749115384392 X 10*’ 
,1.83153475583977 X 10“
-0.8369130663936077 







1.281908759658305X lO ’ 
2.6916903674 
4.071624558188485X 10“ 
4.142475555097498 x 10^  
4.00795838050953 x lO^® 
4.071624558199573 x 10“
Ik b le  4. Periodic orbits around (Family B).
Case 1 2 3 4 5
Xo 1.005062401872425 1.005062143818756 1.00506188655168 1.005061629943756 1.00S0613740S9814
n -1.049539117174321 x lO"*® -1.496995186805439 X 10^ *0 -8.5870004785839 x 10““ -5.726803819819105 x 10"“ 1.040739600460060 x lO-'"
T 6.2183934845 6.2183885117 6.2183838369 6.218006790169993 6.2183747659
a 5.520879594627006 -1.168977046557862 x 10> -4.0840417362227 x lO^ -9.181256040350725 x 10^ 6.738850681005347 x 10>
b 3.043002796331533 x lO** 3.043034758233631 x 10“* 3.04306936564127 x 10“* 3.039278798290422 x 10"' 3.043140314461915 X 10-'
c 2.656728107860189 X 10* ‘ ■'79232826919565 x KP 2.169001956856698X 10* 1.096129923334235 x UP S.9004820443S9133X 10*
5.520879594609950 >8977047h22943x -4.08404137874119 xK P -9.181256044144799 X 10^ 6.738850673986001 x 10^
Table 5 . P e rio d ic  o rb its  a ro u n d  L i  (F am ily  C ).
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Case 1
Xo -1.155679910921179
-1.1789183476925273 x lO"* 
1 3.373154424512284
« -3.499083897177702 x 10 ‘«
h  2.836347602147766 x 10^
4.328576628832052 x  I0»* 
t i -3.499083897159017 X 10'<*
-1.155681389414960 
1.892201129843619 x l0 -«  
3.3732872766 
2 .181367720850140x10" 
2.837435430600598 x 10= 
1.681614362731562 x  10»> 
2 .181367720840606x10"
-1.155682859439477 
-4.318869089432017 x 10^ 
3.372488330213614 
-9.5413905(X )434i69x lO'® 
2 .832817258(X )^)6x  10= 
3 .22259084994^98  x 10”  
-9 .5 4 1 3 9 0 5 0 0 2 7 ^ 3  X 10»»
-1.155684327145527 
-3.2(X)2995730459I7 X 10-’ 
3.373278683943536 
-1 .289937237076567X 10" 
2.837928368684447 x 10= 
5 .879358901495340X 10”  
-1 .289937237078810X 10"
-1.15.5685792703119 
1.064987974675203 x 10 » 
3.37231629(X)4429 
3.868533.391090335 X 10”  
2.832307917860620X 10= 
5 298506336431023 x 10‘» 
3 .868533391274262X 10”
6. Conclusion
With the help of predictor-corrector method, we have 
computed the initial conditions by taking different values 
of the semi-axes of the triaxial rigid bodies. With these 
initial conditions, we have drawn actual periodic orbits in 
different cases. In the families A and B, we found that 
as we increase the perturbations in the semi-axes, the 
periodic orbits move towards the origin. However in 
family C, we found that as we increase the perturbations 
in the semi-axes, the periodic orbits move away from the 
origin. Finally, we have proved that these periodic orbits 
are unstable because in all cases
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